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Press Release
Red Dot for Cox Work® by Naber
Three design and innovation awards have been joined by a fourth: the portable utensils box Cox
Work® was honoured at the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2019 and received the Red Dot. It
is part of the Naber Cox® waste collection programme, but also convinces outside of the kitchen
as a very useful storage container. Once again, a panel of experts has issued Cox Work® an
internationally recognised certificate for outstanding design quality, as well as for its innovation
potential and long service life.
The designer Kilian Schindler was involved in the development of Cox Work® at the kitchen
accessories specialist Naber, and this cooperation has resulted in a versatile, good-looking
product that can be configured as desired: the sturdily shaped box with its integrated carrying
handle can be equipped with a small parts tray as well as various dividers with crossed rubber
bands with which several of the parts to be stowed can be fixed into place. The benefit for the
users can be expressed in a simple formula: everything at your fingertips.
The Cox Work® basic box and accessories are available in four attractive colours that allow
individual combinations based on the mix-and-match principle: green with a lighter small parts
tray, for example for garden utensils, blue for toys or household equipment, constellations in
various shades of grey for the workshop or for the office – the possibilities are almost unlimited.
In addition, the utensils box can be integrated into the 13, 16 and 22 litre Cox® waste
containers, where it accommodates, for example, washing-up brushes, cleaners, tabs or cloths.
The Red Dot is regarded as one of the most important design awards worldwide. After the
award ceremony on 8 July, Cox Work® will be on display in the exhibition "Design on Stage" in
the Red Dot Design Museum in Essen. Naber was already honoured for its transportable
organisation talent last year at the German Innovation Award, the iF Design Award and the
ICONIC Awards 2018: Innovative Interior.
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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